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M111
Concerning Sun-maid and Moon-youth.

Sung by a man from Hmao-a-gw-gw.

Notes

This song is recorded only in Document F (no. 15, page 13).

Title.  The full title in Document F reads:

CK�           KÏ          H�  Lƒ            X·           CK�       'CÍ        CD�     F�
song which talks reach maid sun youth moon

CÍ.
business.

Lines 1 and 3.  In both these lines the word CEÑ is incorrectly written EÑ.

Line 10.  In Document F this line reads:

CK�         'CÍ       JÁ        T�                   C�
maid sun not get for this reason

This presumably would mean, "Because Sun-maid had not got", but it does not make
very good sense in itself, and does not provide the required link between line 9 and the
two stanzas that follow, in lines 11 to 14 and 15 to 18.  Line 9 says that Sun-maid and
Moon-youth were preparing to leave on a journey.  Lines 11 to 18 explain why their
departure was, in fact, delayed.  It follows that line 10 should say something like "but
they could not leave because".  To balance the previous line and to tie in with the two
stanzas that follow, both Sun-maid and Moon-youth need to be mentioned in line 10,
then the addition of the single word M�, "go", provides exactly the required meaning,
since M� JÁ T� is the normal Miao idiom for "could not go".

Line 11.  The Miao word F� has a wider meaning than the English word "rope".  It is
used for everything from a piece of string to the bamboo ropes several inches thick on
which ferries are pulled across fast flowing rivers.  It is also employed for girdles made
of woven cloth, and, in this context, for the sash used to strap a baby to its mother's
back.

Lines 13 and 17.  In both these lines the word CWÏ, meaning "to pull out" or "to draw
out" is incorrectly written WÏ.
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Lines 31 to 34.  In Document F these lines read:

31 CD�       F�         M—       P·          Z�           F�         K“            Y�
youth moon did see good moon limit make

L� E… K“,
how limit,

32 A�                 VÐ              AÍ             VÐ             A�         CA£.
go to cover black cover dyed smooth.

33 CK�          CÍ        M—       P·       CTÎ         K“           Y�       L� E…      K“,
maid sun did see sky limit make how limit,

34 M—         P·       CTÎ          K“                CŸ                  A�            VÐ              AÍ
did see sky limit connector go to cover black

VÐ                 A�          W�                    C�.
cover dyed even for this reason.

It is clear that there has been some disruption of the text here, since the exact scheme of
parallelism, which is characteristic of the rest of the song, has broken down, and, as it
stands the meaning is quite obscure. However, it is possible to correct the text with
some confidence, and restore both the parallelism and the clarity of meaning in the
following manner:

(1) Possibly in the process of copying, line 33 has been made identical to line 25,
destroying its parallelism with line 31. When, however, the phrase CTÎ K“ in line 33
is replaced by Z� 'CÍ K“, parallel to the Z� F� K“ in line 31, the balance is restored.

(2) With line 33 amended in this way, CTÎ K“ in line 34 also needs to be corrected to
read, 'CÍ K“.

(3) The most serious disruption of the text is in line 32 from which the first five words
are missing altogether.  Fortunately the line can be easily reconstructed by reference
to the parallel line 34.  When the missing words are restored the line will read:

32 M—         P·         F�            K“                EŸ                   A�             VÐ              AÍ
did see moon limit connector go to cover black

VÐ                 A�          CA£.
cover dyed smooth.
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